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U.S. enters shutdown mode; Obama talks to Iran

Government enters shutdown mode
Congress was unable to avoid a government
shutdown for the first time in 17 years after failing
to pass a budget before the Oct. 1 midnight
deadline.
The move comes after House Republicans
refused to waiver in their attempts to defund
the Affordable Care Act, commonly known as
Obamacare.
Under the shutdown, more than 800,000
federal workers have been furloughed from work.
The Department of Commerce, Department
of Education, Environmental Protection Agency,
Department of the Interior, Department of
Justice, the Department of Labor, and NASA saw
over 80 percent of their workers furloughed.
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention is also feeling the effects of the
shutdown at a critical time – the onset of flu
season. Michael Frieden, director of the CDC,
said in an interview with CBS News he was
losing sleep over the thought of not being able
to combat potentially dangerous outbreaks due to
major cuts in funding.
“What we won’t know is what’s happening
with flu,” Frieden said. “Where is it spreading?
What types of flu are spreading? Should we be
using one medication or another? Is it in nursing
homes or elsewhere? This really interferes with
our ability to protect people.”
National parks and tourist attractions run
by the federal government are also closed
for operation. White House tours have been

cancelled and the Smithsonian National Museum
is closed. Yosemite National Park was closed on
its 123rd birthday. Services at Shawnee National
Forest, Crab Orchard Wildlife Refuge and Rend
Lake have ceased as well.
Despite the government going into shutdown
mode, enrollment for Obamacare began Tuesday
was nearly unaffected. It did face some problems
with too many users crashing the servers and
glitches with the national website.
The government has entered shutdown mode
before, most recently in 1996 when it closed for
28 days, but many people feel a resolution for this
shutdown is going to come more slowly. David
Yepsen, director of the Paul Simon Public Policy
Institute, said by what he has seen in the media
this shutdown is much more disconcerting.
“It was not as widespread last time,” Yepsen
said. “There were some agencies of government
that had had their appropriations. And there was
always a sense that it wasn’t going to last very long
because people were talking. There was a sense in
Washington of groups talking and cutting deals.
(Bill) Clinton was working at it, Newt Gingrich
was working at it. This is worse, you don’t have
that sense now that this is temporary or that
somebody is talking.”
If the shutdown is prolonged it is likely to have
major political ramifications as well, particularly
for Republicans.
“The polling indicates the Republicans are
doing more damage to themselves than the
Democrats are doing to themselves,” Yepsen said.
“More people blame the Republicans for this than
are blaming the Democrats. I’m not taking sides
when I say that, I’m just making the observation
based on polling data. Nobody looks good in this,
but Republicans look worst of all.”
Yepsen also said politicians may have to work
especially hard to retain their seats in Congress in
2014.
“People are thoroughly angry with politics and
politicians and government,” he said. “I think

anyone who is an incumbent is going to have
to face the music with voters, particularly if this
takes a long time.
Obama talks with Iranian president
The phone call may have only lasted 15
minutes, but it has the potential to be one of the
most important calls of the decade.
President Obama spoke on the phone with
Iranian President Hassan Rouhani on Friday,
the first time the leaders of the two nations have
spoken since 1979. The phone call cappedoff Rouhani’s five-day visit in New York to the
United Nations where the more moderate
president worked to diffuse some of the tension
between the two nations.
Iran is currently under heavy economic
sanctions due to their nuclear program. The
sanctions were placed in 2010 and seem to be
having a huge impact on the economy of Iran,
leading Rouhani to seek diplomatic means.
Obama expressed cautious optimism that the
issues between the nations could be resolved in a
White House press release.
“While there will be significant obstacles and
success is by no means guaranteed, I believe we
can reach a comprehensive solution,” he said. “I
do believe that there is a basis for a resolution.”
Rouhani said in a press conference he was
committed to his country’s attempts at a
resolution, and felt that with significant work
from both sides, the countries could set aside their
past differences.
“Step by step, we will build confidence between
our presidents and our countries,” Rouhani said “
With sufficient will on both sides – and I assure
you that on Iran’s side the will is 100 percent –
the nuclear file will be resolved in a short period
of time.”
Farhat Haq, a professor at Monmouth College
teaching courses in International Relations, said
she thought the phone call was a huge move.
“Right now this is the right moment for a real

dialogue to happen because the sanctions put into
place in 2010 are really showing impact now …
That’s starting to really hurt Iranian businesses.
The economy is really in dire straits. Iran has a
very strong interest at this point to negotiate.”
Haq also said the United States has just as
much to gain as Iran in using diplomacy instead
of clashing like in the past.
“For the United States too, given all the other
troubles that are going on, if we are able to make
sure Iran is not developing nuclear weapons I think
that would be a huge victory not just for the Obama
administration, but for America,” she said. “In the
long run, I think it’s best for American interests that
we do normalize relations with Iran.”
Iran and the United States have been at odds
since the 1979 Revolution in which the Shah was
ousted. Tensions stayed fairly strained throughout
the past 34 years. Rouhani’s predecessor
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad increased tensions in
recent years due to his criticism of the western
world and Iran’s nuclear program.
Haq said the more moderate Rouhani may
mark a significant change in Iran’s politics.
Rouhani returned to cheering in the streets of
Iran after his visit to the United States.
However Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu in his address to the UN said he was
not fooled by Rouhani’s demeanor.
“Now I know Rouhani doesn’t sound like
Ahmadinejad,” he said. “But when it comes to
Iran’s nuclear weapons program, the only difference
between them is this: Ahmadinejad was a wolf in
wolf’s clothing; Rouhani is a wolf in sheep’s clothing,
a wolf who thinks he can pull the wool over the eyes
of the international community.”
Rouhani said in a press conference that he
intends to have a concrete plan for resolving the
nuclear issue by Oct. 15.
Seth Richardson can be reached at
srichardson@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 257.
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Feinstein appears to confirm NSA
gathering cellphone locations
ALI WARKINS
McClatchy Tribune
WASHINGTON — Sen. Dianne Feinstein,
the chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee
and a staunch defender of the National Security
Agency’s data collection programs, appeared
Wednesday to confirm that the NSA is
gathering information on where Americans are
when they use their cellphones — something
NSA officials repeatedly have denied in public.
The apparent confirmation, which may
have been inadvertent, came during a Senate
Judiciary Committee hearing on the NSA
program. Feinstein, D-Calif., is also a member
of that committee.
“I’ve listened to this program being described
as a surveillance program. It is not,” Feinstein
said. “There is no content collected by the NSA.
There are bits of data — location, telephone
numbers — that can be queried when there is
reasonable and articulable suspicion.”
Feinstein’s office did not respond to a request
for clarification.
Whether the United States is collecting socalled location data has become a contentious
issue in the debate over the NSA’s programs,
one of which requires U.S. cellphone
companies to provide the NSA with daily
records of Americans’ cellphone usage,
including numbers called and how long those
calls last.
The NSA has denied, however, that the
data include phone locations — information
that some privacy advocates claim is far more
useful to tracking an individual’s activities
than listening in on conversations, because the
phone’s location is recorded even when it is not
in use.
Only last week, the NSA director, Gen.

Keith Alexander, denied that the NSA was
collecting location data in response to a
question posed by Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore.,
during an Intelligence Committee hearing that
Feinstein chaired.
But Alexander also was careful to restrict his
answer to programs authorized under Section
215 of the USA Patriot Act. When Wyden, a
critic of the NSA, persisted, Alexander read a
prepared statement in which he declined to
answer in open session.
At Wednesday’s judiciary hearing, Alexander
used the same formulation in denying that the
NSA was collecting location data under the
Patriot Act.
“As NSA has previously reported ... NSA does
not collect location information under Section
215 under the Patriot Act,” he said. Alexander
added, however, that in 2010 to 2011 the
NSA did experiment with collecting cellphone
location data, but he added that currently the
agency does not collect the information “under
Section 215.”
The conflict between Alexander’s statement
and Feinstein’s suggests that NSA programs
operating outside the Patriot Act and the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act might
be collecting more information on Americans
than the public has been led to believe.
Former NSA contractor Edward Snowden
revealed in June that the NSA had been
authorized to collect vast amounts of
information under two sections of law, Section
215 of the Patriot Act and Section 702 of the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, and
attention has since been focused on those
programs.
But it has become clear that many
intelligence activities are governed neither by
Section 215 nor by Section 702.
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Al-Qaida fighters resume attack
on US-backed rebels in Syria
MITCHEL PROHERO
McClatchy Tribune

BEIRUT — Fighters loyal to al-Qaida have
opened up a new offensive against a U.S.backed rebel group that once escorted U.S. Sen.
John McCain into northern Syria, according
to Internet postings and news accounts.
The Islamic State of Iraq and Sham, an alQaida affiliate whose fighters come from a
wide range of nationalities, launched attacks
on the Northern Storm Brigade late Tuesday
night, hitting Northern Storm positions in
a string of villages along Syria’s border with
Turkey.
The Islamic State, whose leader has sworn
allegiance to al-Qaida head Ayman alZawahiri, claimed responsibility for the attacks
in statements posted on the Internet in which
it accused Northern Storm of not keeping the
terms of a cease-fire between the two groups
last week in the Syrian city of Azaz.
Meanwhile, Muslim scholars in Aleppo
reportedly have declared Northern Storm
a criminal group, a designation that is
discouraging other Syrian rebels from coming
to the group’s aid. Reports indicated the Islamic
State fighters clearly had the upper hand and
would take most of the border crossings that
they did not already control.
The fighting between the Islamic State and
Northern Storm is a setback for U.S. plans to
assist so-called moderate rebels so that they
become dominant in northern Syria. Northern
Storm is affiliated with the Supreme Military
Command, the rebel military faction through
which the United States and its allies have said
they would funnel all military supplies to the
rebels.
But the U.S.-backed rebels so far have
shown little ability to resist the al-Qaida-linked
fighters. The Islamic State handily routed
Northern Storm fighters last week in clashes

in Azaz before a third rebel faction negotiated
a cease-fire that kept Northern Storm from
being wiped out.
As part of that agreement, Islamic State
spokesmen contended Wednesday, the
Northern Storm was to surrender its heavy
weapons. When it did not, the Islamic State
launched its offensive.
“There are very fierce clashes on the outskirts
of Azaz. ISIS cut all roads leading to Turkey
and the situation is very tense,” the Reuters
news agency quoted one unidentified rebel as
saying.
Antipathy between the two groups runs
deep. One Internet forum sympathetic to the
Islamic State said that the Northern Storm had
been nicknamed “the Shabiha of McCain,” a
reference to pro-regime militias in Syria that
are often blamed for mass killings as well as
to McCain’s May trip to meet with the head
of the Supreme Military Command, defected
Syrian Gen. Salim Idris.
Beyond the obviously embarrassing optics
of an American-backed rebel unit being routed
by the much better equipped, organized and
disciplined Islamic State fighters, the battle
calls into question the safety of nine Lebanese
Shiite Muslim hostages that Northern Storm
captured last year. The safety of the so called
“Nine Pilgrims,” who claimed to be touring
Shiite religious shrines in northern Syria,
has become a critical issue in neighboring
Lebanon’s battle for stability while its
population is torn between both sides in the
Syrian civil war.
Aymenn al-Tamimi, a Great Britain-based
analyst and fellow with the Middle East Forum
in Philadelphia, predicted that the decision
by religious scholars in Aleppo to declare the
Northern Storm a criminal group would be
critical in the fighting, keeping other rebels
from helping.
“ISIS’ military might is far greater,” alTamimi said.

Intel faces threat from new upstart
STEVE JOHNSON
McClatchy Tribune

Even as it reels from the slowdown in personalcomputer chip sales, Intel Corp. faces a new and
worrisome threat from a growing group of rivals
led by a puny upstart.
Anticipating a tectonic shift in the way data is
shuttled across computer networks, Applied Micro
Circuits Corp. three years ago began developing an
energy-saving server chip that targets the needs of
Internet-based companies such as Facebook and
Google. Now the product is nearing the market,
and Intel, which dominates this part of the chip
industry, is preparing for battle.
“Applied is a significant threat,” said Raymond
James analyst Hans Mosesmann. Even though its
$195 million in annual sales and 649 employees
are dwarfed by Intel’s $53 billion and workforce
of 105,000, Intel, he said, “will lose market share.”
The competition comes at a tough time for Santa
Clara, Calif.-based Intel, a storied Silicon Valley
company that has led the PC-chip business for
decades. Its sales surged for years but have flattened
out in recent quarters as consumers shunned PCs
for smartphones and tablets.
So Intel is not going to give up its server-chip
business without a fight.
Those chips make up most of Intel’s data-center
products, which account for 20 percent of its total
sales — $10.7 billion last year. That money is even
more crucial amid the slowdown in its sales of PC
chips, which provide 64 percent of its revenue.
Yet analysts say Intel’s iron grip on the server
market, where it sells 90 percent of the brainy
microprocessors, could weaken with the shift to
cloud computing.
So to shore up those sales the company just

announced a new line of energy-efficient server
chips. Although spokesman Radoslaw Walczyk
disputed speculation that the new chips are
meant as a shot across Applied Micro’s bow, he
acknowledged, “We’re taking every competitor
very seriously,” and added, “We’re not going to
make it easy for them.” Walczyk said Intel’s chips
will be superior.
For years, servers — which provide data and
other resources to computers on networks —
processed huge amounts of information, requiring
the powerful chips that are Intel’s specialty. But
with the cloud model, in which data is accessed
from Web-based servers, the machines often do
smaller jobs for each customer. That makes it
possible to use less powerful chips that also gobble
less electricity, a huge plus for server operators.
The cloud-computing trend prompted
Sunnyvale, Calif.-based Applied Micro to make a
big business bet that it hopes will result in a major
payoff.
Incorporated in 1979, Applied Micro for years
made chips for data storage and communications
equipment, such as routers and wireless base
stations. That business is worth upward of $750
million a year, according to Michael Major, a
company vice president. But he said that market
wasn’t big enough for Paramesh Gopi, who
became Applied Micro’s CEO in 2009 and who
favored “an order-of-magnitude shift” in its
business ambitions. So in 2010, Gopi took aim
at the cloud-server chip sector, currently worth at
least $3 billion a year.
Applied Micro’s low-power processors use a
design from the British firm Advanced RISC
Machines. The ARM architecture already is used
in the vast majority of smartphones and tablets,
where Intel is seeking a foothold, and some analysts
believe those chips can also gain traction in servers.
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How Obamacare factors into Gov’t shutdown
MATT DARAY
The Weekender
As the government continues its shutdown
after Republican attempts to defund
Obamacare, tension is building in both the
House of Representatives and the Senate.
Part of the Affordable Care Act, also known
as Obamacare, controversy came in the form
of a government closure Tuesday, because
Republicans in the House of Representatives,
which constitutionally must create the budget
before sending it to the Senate, want to include
a provision that would defund Obamacare.
This standoff has led to a shutdown of the
government, which includes stopping 800,000
Americans from being paid and closing
state parks, museums and zoos as part of the
immediate impact.
However, Kevin Baity, Carbondale city
manager, said the federal government’s partial
shutdown will not have an immediate impact
on the Carbondale area.
“There could be programs which are
funneled through from the federal government
to the state that may not be sent through in
a timely fashion, but as to a direct next day
impact, the city of Carbondale should not feel
any impact whatsoever,” he said.
Kevin Sylwester, an associate professor of
economics, said he thinks the shutdown will
likely have little to no effect on the economy in
the short term, but it is uncertain how a longterm shutdown could affect the economy.
“My opinion is that a short-lived shutdown
will not harm the economy much. A shutdown
creates another type of uncertainty regarding
government policy,” he said. “But to what
extent will this uncertainty change business

‘‘W

hat this means in plain English is that the U.S. government is trying
to ensure more Americans receive needed medical care ... while at the
same time trying to improve the quality of medical care ...”

— Leslied Lloyd
Associate professor in the school of allied health

behavior? I doubt if it has a big effect if the
shut down only lasts for a short time. A
longer shutdown, however, would increase
uncertainty.”
The Affordable Care Act, which citizens
could sign up for Tuesday, is a law that allows
Americans to buy regulated, subsidized, private
insurance in an attempt to lower the number of
uninsured citizens. The law requires everyone
to obtain health insurance by January 1 or face
a fine. It will cost most people between three
and 9.5 percent of their income to pay for this
health care, along with providing young people
or low-income Americans with cheap or free
health care, according to Obamacarefacts.com,
a website dedicated to providing information
on the law. The act does not replace private
insurance, Medicaid, or Medicare.
More than 47 million nonelderly Americans
were uninsured last year, according to Kaiser
Foundation report. The report listed high cost
of insurance as the main reason so many citizens
did not have health insurance, because most of
the uninsured are low-income working families.
Leslie Lloyd, an associate professor in the
school of allied health, said the act has three
goals: increase access to affordable health care,
improve the quality of health care and decrease
the skyrocketing costs of health care services.
“What this means in plain English is that

Computer glitches still ail some
state health care signup sites
TONY PUGH
McClatchy Tribune

WASHINGTON — For the second straight
day, computer problems continued to stymie
online visitors hoping to compare health
plans or enroll in coverage on state insurance
marketplaces under the new health care law.
Federally operated web sites and those run by
states had similar problems as their computer
systems once again struggled to accommodate
large numbers of people trying to access the
marketplaces at the same time.
The delays, crashes and glitches have marred
the October debut of the marketplaces, which
serve as a one-stop, online shopping mall
for 2014 health insurance coverage required
under the Affordable Care Act, also known as
Obamacare.
The U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, which provides the operating systems
for 36 state marketplaces, is adding additional
capacity to handle the high user volume. Nearly
5 million unique visits and 104,000 web chat
requests were logged on the department’s
healthcare.gov web site on Tuesday, along with
190,000 calls to its 24-hour telephone call
center, at 800-318-2596.
Those numbers “exceeded anyone’s
expectations,” Health and Human Services
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius said Wednesday
on MSNBC. “We were planning on a lot of
people being interested. We had no idea of
quite how many.”
Sebelius said call center wait times had been
reduced on Wednesday, and checks with the
system showed this to be true. In separate calls,
a reporter reached a human operator in less
than 30 seconds.
The federal web sites also performed better
on Wednesday, but in states like Florida, many
people were once again unable to get past the

first step: creating an account necessary to
verify eligibility for government subsidies, shop
for health plans and enroll for coverage.
Florida’s federally run web site had been
jammed since Tuesday’s opening, and
Wednesday was more of the same. Consumers
at the Jessie Trice Community Health Center
in Miami, where many of the area’s uninsured
seek medical services, were still having no luck
registering on the site.
Paul Salazar, a federally certified application
counselor, was stationed with a laptop at the
center, hoping to help people learn more about
the health care law and apply for coverage
through the web site. But he ran into the same
delays that millions encountered on the first
day.
“At first, it was showing, ‘Page not found,’ “
he said, “and now it’s just saying there are too
many people on the site and try again later.”
Kentucky’s state-run web site resolved its
computer problems about 3 p.m. Tuesday and
enrolled 2,000 of nearly 90,000 site visitors
into coverage on the first day, according to state
officials.
California’s health exchange, Covered
California, had 645,000 total visits to its
web site Tuesday between 8 a.m. and 9 p.m.
The exchange received 7,143 applications for
insurance, said Covered California spokesman
Larry Hicks. In all, its call centers received
19,000 phone calls, he said.
But in Maryland, where the state-run system
crashed shortly after its 8 a.m. debut Tuesday,
users reported similar problems Wednesday.
“It’s pretty much still very, very heavy traffic
until it’s just bottlenecking the system and
making it difficult for us to get in online,”
said Sheila Mackertich, vice president of
health reform initiatives at HealthCare Access
Maryland, which has hired 33 “navigators”
to help enroll people into coverage across the
state.

the U.S. government is trying to ensure more
Americans receive needed medical care and in
a way that they, the patient, can afford the care,
while at the same time trying to improve the
quality of medical care that all citizens receive
and preserve the integrity of health care in this
country for the future,” she said.
Lloyd said women, as well as those who
are economically challenged, such as seniors
and disabled persons on fixed incomes, are
several groups that stand to benefit from the
act. While the act will help out certain groups
of people, there will be some who have to pay
more, but who will pay more and by how much
is unclear, she said.
“Those that have to pay little are getting
subsidized. If it means higher costs for those
that do pay for their health care, then these
payers are bearing the cost. If the government
is directly subsidizing them, then the taxpayer
is bearing the costs,” he said.
But Sylwester added that no one knows what
kind of impact the act could have on the overall
economy and the uncertainty could cause
businesses to take a variety of measures.
“The real issue is to what extent this
uncertainty causes businesses to become
timid and reduce hiring and investment, or
to another point, how much will the ACA
cause businesses to go with part-time instead

of full-time employment,” Sylwester said. “It
is regarding such magnitudes that economists/
analysts can greatly disagree as to the effects.”
David Yepsen, Paul Simon Public Policy
Institute director, said cuts in hours are a real
possibility for some workers, but cuts will be
different for each business owner.
“Government policies always affect decisions
that are made in the economy and this will be
another factor in the economic decisions that
individuals start making,” he said.
The Affordable Care Act will have a large
impact on health care in the country for years
to come, Yepsen said.
“I think’s going to be a huge impact and I’m
not sure we fully understand how big it’s going
to be,” he said. “It is so complicated and so large
and affects so many different people that there
are bound to be unintended consequences.”
Yepsen said the main reason people oppose
the act is because they are afraid of the
unknown, especially since health care is a
complicated issue for most Americans. He said
most citizens are content with their current
health care and messing with this system has
caused public concern.
There will be problems at first, but once
people get used to the new system they will
settle down, Yepsen said.
“Any piece of major legislation, there’s an
adjustment period,” he said. “People have to
get used to it, they’ll have to figure out what it
means for them and their family. There will be
some things people like and already like about
it.”
Matt Daray can be reached at
mdaray@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 254.

Some lawmakers giving away or
withholding pay during shutdown
MARIA RECIO
McClatchy Tribune

WASHINGTON — In a show of
solidarity with furloughed government
workers, dozens of members of Congress
announced this week that they are having
their paychecks withheld or are donating
the money to charity during the shutdown.
The gesture crosses party lines, with
lawmakers like Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas, one
of the first to say he would give his salary
to charity — “I intend to donate my salary
to charity for each day the government is
shut down,” Cruz said, as well as Sen. Kay
Hagan, D-N.C., who told constituents that
she would do so as well for as long as the
government is closed.
“Congress should never play political
games with the most basic function of
keeping the government running,” Hagan
wrote in her newsletter.
The roster includes conservatives, like
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell,
R-Ky., and liberals, like Sen. Sherrod
Brown, D-Ohio.
Members of the House and Senate
earn $174,000 a year. However, the 27th
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
makes the withholding of pay problematic.
The amendment forbids any “change” in
members’ pay during a Congress, designed
to prevent lawmakers from being able to
raise their salaries.
“The U.S. Constitution requires
that lawmakers’ salaries be paid in full
regardless of whether or not there is a
lapse in appropriations,” said Dan Weiser,
communications director of the House’s
Office of the Chief Administrative Officer.
“However, members may request that the
chief administrative officer not deliver their

paychecks until the government reopens.”
But even the decision to withhold salary has
caused a bit of political tension in some states.
Cruz has not seen eye to eye with Texas’ senior
senator, Minority Whip John Cornyn, also a
Republican, on tactics during the government
shutdown and has not curried any favor,
refusing to endorse him in the 2014 election.
His move to donate to charity prompted
a frosty response from Cornyn’s office.
“Sen. Cornyn will not be paid during
the federal shutdown,” said spokeswoman
Megan Mitchell. “He donates to charity and
does not believe a government shutdown
should necessitate charitable contributions.
Compassion for your fellow man should.”
Through press releases, Twitter, YouTube,
congressional newsletters and in interviews
with the media, a growing group of senators
and House members looked to deflect any
criticism that they were withholding pay
for government workers while still cashing
their paychecks.
“I shouldn’t get a salary while other fellow
employees are denied the ability to go to
work,” said Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C.
“I’m going to take my salary and donate it
to the Wounded Warrior program.”
“I believe in leading by example,”
said Rep. Derek Kilmer, D-Wash. “If
Congress can’t get its act together to stop a
government shutdown, then I don’t believe
members of Congress should be paid. ... I
will give up my pay for the duration of a
government shutdown.”
“I have submitted this request to the House
of Representatives,” said Rep. Vicky Hartzler,
R-Mo. “Until the government shutdown is
resolved, I request that my pay be withheld.”
“Basically the only people who get paid in
a shutdown are members of Congress, and
that is irresponsible,” Rep.Tulsi Gabbard,
D-Hawaii, told CNN.
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“Getting off linemen, I wasn’t too good at
that when I came here,” Presume said. “I’ve
been improving on that ever since I got here.”
Senior offensive lineman Victor Craven
played with Presume at Coffeyville Community
College as well as SIU.
Craven said he remembers the first time he
met Presume.
“I’ve known Presume for about six years now
and I remember the first time I met him, he
didn’t say one word,” Craven said.
Although Presume is a quiet guy, Craven
said Presume’s respect level in the locker room
is unprecedented.
“Across the coaching staff and the team,
there is never any questions regarding his
leadership,” Craven said. “He is relentless in

CRICKET
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his preparation.”
Coach Dale Lennon said he can not complain
about Presume’s performance this season.
“Presume is a good football player,” Lennon
said. “He has a knack for the game and is
always at the point of attack.”
As for Presume’s reserved demeanor, Lennon
said he makes up for it on the field.
“It’s tough to comment on someone being
quiet, he is really about action,” Lennon said.
“He goes out and plays the game. He puts in
the time and effort to improve his game. He is
still capable of getting better. He has the skills,
and he is quick on his feet, so he will keep on
working to get better every day.”
Associate Head Coach and Defensive
Coordinator Bubba Schweigert said Presume is
a prototypical linebacker.
“Presume is a guy you can have in the
middle of the field that can tackle well, run

well and do a lot of things well on the field,”
Schwiegert said.
He said he does not see anything wrong with
Presume’s laid back demeanor.
“There’s nothing wrong with being a quiet
guy off the field, as long as you play intense and
prepare for games, I don’t see anything wrong
with it,” Schweigert said. “I think it’s a pretty
positive attribute.”
As for Presume, his best attribute is his
speed, he said.
“With my speed I’m allowed to make plays
that normal linebackers aren’t able to make,”
Presume said.
Senior linebacker Taylon Hunter plays the
same position as Presume and said seeing
Presume play has helped develop his game
in many ways, including how he attacks the
weight room.
“Approaching the weight room in the

8

Both students already have faculty positions
at universities in Sri Lanka, but need to get a
doctorate outside of their country to be full
faculty members. The United Kingdom, where
students can obtain their masters and doctorate at
the same time, used to be their country of choice
to complete these degrees; however, world events
caused them to change their plans.
“Earlier years people preferred the (United
Kingdom),” Rajasingam said. “Because of the
recession, the U.K. is stopping scholarships for
our people.”
Rajasingam said conflict in Sri Lanka put a
burden on trying to find people to play cricket
for a few years.
“When I first started, in the early 1990s, we had
more then 30 or 35 people in our village playing
cricket, but then we had a civil war in our country
and that forced people to leave,” Rajasingam said.
“After two or three years, I was able to collect six
of my friends and then we formed a team and
played together for more than 10 years.”
Gamachchige said cricket was a way to interact
with other people.
“We played tournaments, village against
village,” he said.
There are three different games of cricket. Test
cricket was created by the British and is played
for five days. 50-over cricket was introduced
in the 1980s and was often called one-day
internationals.
“Within the last five years, people think one
day is even too long for cricket, so they shortened
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Fay decided to return to SIU to earn his
history degree. He has also decided to help
this year’s men’s basketball team.
Former Saluki guard Kendal BrownSurles played with Fay during his freshman
and sophomore seasons. Brown-Surles will
return next semester to get his degree as
well.
Brown-Surles’ and Fay’s positions were
on opposite ends of the courts; however,
Brown-Surles said they have a good
relationship.
“Carlton is one of the humblest guys I
know,” Brown-Surles said. “He is a pure

L ewis M arien | THE WEEKENDER
Prasanthan Rajasingam, a graduate student in mathematics from Sri Lanka, connects
with a pitch Sept. 20 during a game of cricket at the Recreation Center. When the
weather is warm, Rajasingam and other graduate students from Sri Lanka play at Jaycee
Field in Evergreen Park every Friday.
it, now it’s Twenty20,” Rajasingam said.
Twenty20 cricket was developed in England in
the early 2000s. It was meant to make the game
more exciting for fans and shorter than other
matches.
Rajasingam said when his group plays for fun,
they usually only play for one or two hours but he
played two-day cricket in high school.
“Sometimes you may need to be in the field for

one whole day,” Rajasingam said.
The school that would host the game would
be in charge of providing the food for the lunch
break. The lunch break would happen around
noon and they would take a tea break between 3
and 4 p.m., Gamachchige said.
With a small following of cricket in southern
Illinois, the students must figure out different
ways to get matches going.

leader and a loyal teammate who will always
be a friend of mine.”
Brown-Surles said he thinks it is great Fay
is finishing out his education.
“In the world today, especially at a young
age, you have to have your degree in any
of these work fields no matter what you’re
trying to do,” Brown-Surles said. “Just
the fact he’s coming back and getting his
degree shows you what type of person he is.
Once he is determined to do something, he
follows through.”
Senior forward Davante Drinkard
also had the chance to play with Fay his
freshman year. Drinkard said Fay would be
a great addition to the men’s team this year.
“Carlton is a cool, calm and chill person

but he is very competitive,” Drinkard said.
“I am happy in his decision to come back
and get his degree, but am also excited to
have him back as a part of the staff.”
Fay said he is available to help Coach
Barry Hinson wherever need be. Hinson
was Missouri State’s head coach for nearly
a decade, and this will be the first time Fay
has worked with Hinson while representing
the same team.
“I played against Hinson’s team when I
was a freshman,” Fay said. “His help this
year speaks volumes for what he is doing for
me.”
Fay is unsure of his plans once he
graduates. Although he does have a passion
for coaching, the grade level he would like

offseason after watching him put up big
numbers made me bring a different type of
aggression to the weight room,” Hunter said.
“(Presume) is definitely top-five strongest on
the team.”
This will be Presume’s last season in a Saluki
uniform and as for life after SIU, Presume said
he wants to see how the next level works out.
He said if playing professionally does not
work out, he has connections at home in
Georgia to get into coaching.
Presume said no matter what happens after
his playing days are over, he wants to still be a
part of the game he loves.
“I want to stay in the game some sort of
way,” Presume said.
Terrance Peacock can be reached at
tpeacock@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 256.

The Indian Student Association on campus
hosts different events each semester; this semester
they had a cricket tournament at the Student
Recreation Center. Deekshit Varma Dandu, the
association’s treasurer, said they also have had
racquetball and badminton tournaments.
The Indian students have four or five cricket
teams representing different states in India,
Rajasingam said. The students from Sri Lanka
only have one team because of the small number
of Sri Lankan students on campus, he said.
“There’s always a competition between India
and Sri Lanka in cricket,” Rajasingam said.
Presently, India is the best team in South
Asia, but it did not used to be this way. From
the late 1990s to the early 2000s, Sri Lanka
was the better team; before that it was Pakistan,
Rajasingam said.
Rajasingam said one aspect about playing
cricket stands out above the rest.
“There are a lot of things in cricket, first is unity,
you can always hang out with your friends,” he
said. “That’s the only hobby we have, that’s how
we hang out.”
Rajasingam said whenever he goes, home he
sees his family and then heads to the cricket field.
In some cases, he said he missed his friends more
than his family.
“When I went home, the first thing I did is
went back, met my friends and say ‘okay, let’s play
cricket,’” he said. “I stayed there for 20 days and I
played cricket for 18 days.”
Tyler Dixon can be reached at
tdixon@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 269.

to coach has yet to be determined.
“Basketball has been such a huge thing
in my life that I never really thought about
what I wanted to do afterwards,” Fay said.
As of now, Fay will enjoy his last moments
on campus as a student and a volunteer.
“Being back on campus feels different,”
Fay said. “There’s a new coaching staff and
even the campus is looking different.”
Fay hopes to make an impact on the
Saluki men’s basketball team this year and is
determined to help the older athletes as well
as the newcomers.
Symone Woolridge can be reached at
swoolridge@dailyegyptian.com
or ext. 536-3311 ext. 269.

Saturday, the SIU Football Team will head to Brookings, S.D. for a head-to-head clash against the Jackrabbits of South Dakota State.
Kickoff is slated for 2 p.m. To listen live, tune into Saluki Sports Network or follow @TPeacock_DE for live updates. The game will also be
televised on MVFC-TV (Mediacom).

WVZA 105.1 FM in Carbondale (Flagship)
WMOK 920 AM in Metropolis/Paducah, Ky.
WRXX 95.3 FM in Centralia
WRUL 97.3 FM in Carmi

WEBQ 102.3 FM in Eldorado/Harrisburg
KYRX 97.3 FM in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
KATZ 1600 AM in St. Louis
WVMC 1360 AM and 99.1 FM in Mt. Carmel

sports
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Presume lets play do talking
TERRANCE PEACOCK
The Weekender

C hris Z oeller |THE WEEKENDER
Senior linebacker Bryan Presume chases Youngstown State University quarterback Kurt Hess Saturday during the Salukis’ 28-27 loss
at Saluki Stadium. Presume leads the Missouri Valley Football Conference with 53 tackles this season and ranks 19th in the nation with
10.6 tackles per game.

CRICKET

Despite being more than 9000 miles from
their home of Sri Lanka, a group of graduate
students find comfort and camaraderie in
playing the game they love.
Every Friday when it is warm, the Jaycee
Field at Evergreen Park turns into a cricket
pitch (field) where students in math, chemistry
and physics put aside their schoolwork and the
stresses of life to enjoy the game they played as
children, even if it is only for a few hours.
Prasanthan Rajasingam, a graduate
student in mathematics from Vaddukoddai,
Jaffna, Sri Lanka, said playing cricket
growing up is best compared to a sport
Americans play as children.
“Here you have a basketball court in front
of everybody’s house, and right from a young
age you start playing basketball, we have a

Please see FOOTBALL | 7
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Cricket helps international
students adjust to America
TYLER DIXON
The Weekender

When senior linebacker Bryan Presume
steps between the trenches, the whole
stadium may hear him let out a scream
succeeding a big play.
However, once the game is over, win or
lose, you may not hear a peep from him —
until he steps back onto the field.
Presume is an SIU Football captain and
has started the last 16 games for the Salukis
at inside linebacker. He leads the Missouri
Valley Football Conference with 53 tackles
this season and ranks second in the MVFC
and 19th in the nation with 10.6 tackles
per game.
In the Sep. 21 Busch Stadium game
against Southeast Missouri State, Presume
earned MVFC Defensive Player of the Week
after imposing his will on the SEMO offense.
It is no secret Presume is a force to be
reckoned with on the field, but off the field,
Presume is as quiet as can be.
“Off the field, I’m a laid back quiet guy;
don’t say too much, I just try to stay focused
on what I’m doing,” Presume said. “On the
field, I’m a complete different person. I play
with a lot of intensity; I’m always talking on
the field to my teammates and to the other
team, that’s just how I play the game.”
Prior to attending SIU, Presume played at
Coffeyville Community College in Kansas
and was the Ravens’ third-leading tackler in
2010 with 83 stops.
He said since coming to the university,
he has improved most on how he attacks
blockers.

cricket bat and a cricket ball at a young age,”
Rajasingam said. “That is the first birthday
present we expect from somebody.”
Rajasingam has played cricket for about 20
years. He said it was a family affair growing
up. When he was younger he would be the
ball boy, but when he turned 12 he was
allowed to play.
Rajasingam said despite cricket having a lot
of different rules, it is easy to compare to a
sport many people in the U. S. know.
“If there is a guy who knows baseball, we
can always compare baseball to cricket with
them,” Rajasingam said.
Tharaka Gamachchige, a graduate student
in mathematics from Midigama, Matara, Sri
Lanka, joins Rajasingam on the field weekly
and said he came to the university last fall to
pursue his degree.
Please see CRICKET | 7

Former athlete returns
for degree, coaching help
SYMONE WOOLRIDGE
The Weekender

experience where he had the chance to meet
great people.
“The games are nuts,” he said. “They really
enjoy basketball down there and even though
I was in a smaller area, it was a lot of fun.”
As Fay continued to play basketball out
of the country, he ran into a major setback
almost every athlete experiences. He began to
accumulate several injuries.
“My body began to get really banged up,”
Fay said. “I had a lot of wear and tear on it.”
Because of the strains on his body, Fay did
not do as well as he intended. At that point he
knew he needed to make a decision.
“I didn’t do really well over the summer
because I couldn’t move too much,” he said.
“So once I really thought about what I wanted
to do I knew once fall came around I had to
find a job and finish school.”

Most students who leave a university do not
immediately return no matter the circumstance.
But former SIU forward Carlton Fay has
returned to campus to walk across the stage in
a familiar place.
Fay began playing Saluki basketball in
2008 as a freshman from Hennepin, five
hours north of Carbondale. During his time
as a Saluki athlete, Fay showed progression
in his game until he completed his SIU
basketball career in 2011. He was Honorable
Mention All-Conference his senior season
and was also the 12th-leading home game
scorer in university history.
Fay went on to spend a year in South
America playing for the Trouville basketball
team of Uruguay.
Fay said playing overseas was a great Please see BASKETBALL | 7
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‘Breaking Bad’ writers cook up satisfying finale
DYLAN FROST
The Weekender
A collective sigh was released around the world
Sunday night; “Breaking Bad” finally ended,
holding the same captivation it had when the
series began.
It took six years, 62 episodes, five seasons and
a mid-season break, but the journey of Walter
White (Bryan Cranston) — a 50-year-old high
school chemistry teacher turned meth dealing
drug lord — found its resolution.
What executive producer and creator Vince
Gilligan presented is the new standard of
television drama. “Breaking Bad” from the
beginning was like a brakeless roller coaster cart
on fire, chaotically whizzing down the tracks with
no end in sight — that was until last Sundays’
finale.
“Breaking Bad” was immediately appealing.
The scene in the pilot episode when cancerridden Walter held a gun underneath his chin
contemplating suicide was the moment the series
promoted its intensity. It suddenly became clear
that the show was going to be more than some
dark comedy similar to “Weeds.” Watching the
goofy father from “Malcolm in the Middle” cook
crystal meth in his tighty-whities in the desert
made it seem that way, but it developed into
something beyond imagination.
There is so much to take away from the shows
well-crafted writing. The cliffhangers alone
were forms of scripted art that left the audience
speculating week-to-week — or occasionally
year-to-year. Foreshadowing kept the audience in
check, too. A seemingly irrelevant prop or person
in the show often reappeared to reveal a shift in
the plot and story’s development.
Continuity was a focal point of the show —
the symbolism, tying together potential loose
ends to important plot points, the reoccurrence of
events and switching between the story’s timeline
to tell an epic story. There were times when the
next event seemed predictable—that there was
only one course of action available—just to
have an unforeseen incident happen, leaving
the audience jaw-dropped and breathless from
disbelief. The writers were always in control of the
story and effectively swayed the emotions of the
audience that had them begging for more before
the 47-minute episode went to black screen.
The chemistry between the main actors was
endearing, especially the father-son-type bond

TOP 10
EPISODES

Provided
between Walter and Jesse Pinkman (Aaron Paul).
Watching a mild-mannered chemistry teacher in
the midst of a mid-life crisis bond with a low-life,
drug addict and former student of Walt’s was
fascinating to see develop throughout the run.
There were plenty of interesting interpersonal
relationships beyond Walt and Jesse. Walt’s evercomplicated marriage with Skyler (Anna Gunn);
Walter and Jesse’s individual relationships with
the sleazy lawyer Saul Goodman (Bob Odenkirk);
the business partnership between Walter and Gus
Fring (Giancarlo Esposito); etc., they all had a
range of intensity that helped the show develop.
The dialogue was patient and often tense. Even
during scenes with limited dialogue, the actors
could reveal their emotions or the intensity of
situations with minimal non-verbal gazes. Long,
complicated dialogue was hardly ever necessary
to evoke a reaction; a simple “I am the danger,”
or “tread lightly” was enough to send chills down
your spine, further pushing the anticipation.
Thomas Golubic — the show’s music
supervisor—did a phenomenal job at finding
music to plug into the show. Many songs were
recorded decades ago, yet so erringly fit perfectly
to the shows’ circumstances. One example is in
the episode “Ozymadias”. A gloomy song by The
Limeliters is played — “Take my True Love by
the Hand” — and features the lyrics, “Times
are getting hard boys, money’s getting scarce. If
times don’t get no better boys, I’m gonna leave
this place.”
With the show’s meticulous writing and
exceptional acting, it should come to no surprise

that the show has dominated the Emmy Awards.
Nominated 151 times, “Breaking Bad” has won
50 awards total. Cranston won the award three
years consecutively for Outstanding Lead Actor in
a Drama Series; Paul won twice for Outstanding
Supporting Actor in a Drama Series; Gunn
won her first Emmy this year for Outstanding
Supporting Actress in a Drama Series. The show
also won its first award for Outstanding Drama
Series this year.
In several interviews leading up to the final
episode, Bryan Cranston said the ending would
be unapologetic to the series aura and he was
absolutely right. The finale, appropriately titled
“Felina,” is an emotional 75-minute journey that
appropriately closes the series. All of the pressing
issues are resolved, some characters come to
terms with each other and a central character has
an epiphany. Also, there are plenty of conflicts
resolved and violence.
Gilligan, a very modest man, said that
whatever his next project is, it will never live up
to the legend of “Breaking Bad.” He might be
right; however, when his show is being compared
to “The Godfather,” “Scarface,” and “The
Sopranos,” he should embrace “Breaking Bad” as
his life’s work.
“Breaking Bad” is a modern Shakespearean
tragedy cloaked in a John Wayne western; the
only thing left for the show now is the test of
time. The legacy of the show will be juxtaposed
with the other great dramas throughout history,
and it’s sad to see it go. But as the show’s promos
states: “All bad things must come to an end.”

1 “Ozymadias”
2 “Felina”
3 “The Fly”
4 “The Pilot”
5 “Full Measure”
6 “Dead Freight”
7 “Faceoff ”
8 “Half Measure”
Over
9 “Gliding
All”
call
10“Better
Saul”

Miller brings equality to Kleinau stage
JAKE SAUNDERS
The Weekender
An internationally-known performance
artist is now in residence at the Kleinau Theater.
Tim Miller, a performance artist from
California, has been working with college
students for 25 years. He has come to the
university to produce a unique vision through
theatrics while also presenting his own work to
empower not only students but the community
as well. Miller’s workshop culminates in a new
production he will premiere with students.
“The biggest piece of the residency is working
with the SIU students on creating their original
performance piece on Friday,” he said. “Several
hours a day, each day, I am here and what we
do is actually…through the workshop process
to see what’s the most urgent terrain, things
going on in their lives what’s the things that
they need to make the performance about.”
While the new production is the centerpiece
of Miller’s residency, he also performed pieces of
his own work, concerning performance around
identity and social change, during a show

Wednesday night. Miller said he’s been working
with marriage equality issues for the last 15 years.
“My own work in a way has been around
personal narratives of my experiences in life as
a gay person,” he said. “Not just around the
political landscape, but human stuff and love
and connection.”
Miller said he uses a specific story to engage
his audience in his social change activism.
“I tell a funny story in one of my performances
about asking a boy to marry me when I was
nine years old,” Miller said. “He beats me up
and tells me to “take it back”. I do “take it back”
--that I wanted to marry him-- but I cross my
fingers behind me before I do! Maybe that was
the beginning of my activism! That gave me at
an early age the basic dissatisfaction with stuff
that just isn’t fair. I keep trying to stay close to
that little nine-year old who knew that it just
wasn’t fair that he couldn’t marry another boy!”
Miller said he encourages students to
engage the material with their own stories and
knowledge of the world around them.
“It’s putting that prompt out to (students)
and they just engaged such powerful,

interesting, charged landscapes of what’s going
on in our country this week and what’s going
on in their families and their love lives and
hearts,” he said. “It was just really moving and
beautiful and funny and intense.”
Miller said he has received encouragement
from artists in the theater community and
hopes his performances embolden viewers.
“My hope in my performances is that
anytime we witness one person raise their voice
and tell their story — as well as bring our focus
to systems of injustice — that it can encourage
any of us to find that space within (a) truthtelling place within ourselves too,” he said.
Andrea Baldwin, Kleinau Theater publicity
director, said Miller has worked with university
students on several instances already. Miller
comes every other fall semester, previously in
fall 2011, to perform and work with students,
she said.
“It’s a huge honor for us and a great
opportunity for our students – he’s really just
wonderful to be around,” Baldwin said.
Baldwin said participation in the workshop
is both highly coveted and a great opportunity.

“I was able to participate in it 2 years ago
and it was, to be cliché, life changing, she
said. “It was a great experience to work with
an internationally known artist. So part of it
was being a little star struck but the other part
was that I learned so much about myself and
the things that I can do on stage and the way
that other people communicate during that
workshop.”
Ashley Beard, a graduate student from Los
Angeles, said she has worked with Miller in the
past and is excited to work with him again.
”This is my second time working with Tim,
and I really love the way he goes about his
performance,” she said. “He really has a way of
getting people to be comfortable in their own
skin…and always within a creative space and
all of it is built around empowerment.”
Tim Miller will perform with students
Friday at 8 p.m. in the Kleinau Theatre. The
performance is free to the public.
Jake Saunders can be reached at
jsaunders@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 251.
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PUL

Thursday, October 3

Friday, Octo

Hangar 9 Copecetic w/ Brainchild @ 9pm tickets $5

Hangar 9 The Whistle P

Tres Hombres South of 70
The Grotto Lounge Coulter, Goot & Wall

@ 7pm tickets are FREE

Student Center Craft Shop Stained
Glass @ 5:30pm-7:30pm tickets $30 student/$50 general
Student Center Auditorium

SPC Film: 2 Guns @ 7pm-9:30pm tickets $2 students/
$3 general public

Student Center Cosmic Bowling @ 8pm
tickets $2.50 student/ $3 Faculty/ $3.50 general public
Student center Illinois Room

50 years After the March on Washington: Discussion by
Queer Mentors & Progressive Masculinity Mentors
@ 6pm tickets are FREE

@ 9pm tickets $5

Pinch Penny Countr
w/ Shawnee Hills Band @ 10pm

Tres Hombres Ven

Southern Illino

(Friday - Sunday) @ Turley Park
Heart Strings, Blackberry Bloss
Dubh, The Dorians @ 3pm ticke

Student Center

Mat Cutting @ 6pm-8pm tickets

Varsity Theater

@ 4:30pm tickets are FREE

STUDENT REC CEN

Friday Fun @ the Rec @ 5pm-7p
$5 per family

OLD GLOVE FACTO

Tactile Histories by Ioan Florea
tickets are FREE

Sunday, October 6
Von Jakob Vineyard Ivan John Blues

Band @ 3pm tickets are FREE

Blue Sky Vineyard Beattie Rhodes

@ 2pm tickets are FREE
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LSE

ober 4

Saturday, October 5

Pigs w/ The Voyageurs

Pinch Penny Oktoberfest: Funky Monks

ry Hoedown: Murphy500
m tickets $5

Hangar 9 IndigoSun w/ Lakeside Collective @ 9pm
$7/ $5 with Student ID

nturis

ois Irish festival

k
soms, Buckley & Walsh, Roisin
ets are FREE

r Craft Shop

s $10 students/ $15 general

r Film Fridays: “Sleepwalkers”

NTER (Upper Level Studio 7)

pm $2 per child/

@ 10:30pm tickets $5

The Grotto Rip Lee Pryor @ 9pm

tickets are FREE

Tres Hombres Might Short Bus
Longbranch Salsa Night until midnight

tickets are FREE

Von Jakob Vineyard Shaeon Clark Band

@ 3pm tickets are FREE

Orlandini Vineyard Nate Staub @ 2pm

tickets are FREE

Blue Sky Vineyard Dave Clark Band

@ 2pm tickets are FREE

ORY (Surplus Gallery)
Reception @ 6pm

Starview Vineyards Adam Williams

@ 3pm tickets are FREE

Rustle Hill Winery The Voyageurs @ 2pm

tickets are FREE

Neighborhood co-op grocery

Fiddle Rick Johnson w/ Bare Bones @ 12pm tickets are FREE

STUDENT CENTER 2013 SIU Leadership
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THE Daily Commuter Puzzle

Complete the grid so each
row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders)
contain every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies on how
to SOLUTION
solve Sudoku,
visit
TO WEDNESDAY’S PUZZLE
w w w. s u d o ku . o rg. u k .

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

10/03/13

Unscramble
these
four Jumbles,
Unscramble
these
four Jumbles,
Unscramble
these
four
Jumbles,
one letter
to each
square,
one
letter
to
each
square,
one letter to each
square,
to form
four ordinary words.
to form
four ordinary
to form four
ordinary
words. words.

NACFY

NACFY
NACFY
NACFY
©2013 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.

GURYB
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©2013©2013
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Content
Agency,
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All Rights
Reserved.
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Agency,
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Rights
Reserved.
All Rights Reserved.

GURYB
GURYB
GURYB
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All Rights Reserved.

36
38
39
42
44
46
47
49

Fast plane
Church table
Little tyke
Skillful handling
of a situation
Broad-minded
Scamp
Brit’s mother
Walk heavily

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
60

10/02/13

France’s capital
Faucet problem
Dollar in Spain
Make a tiny cut
Rudely brief
Actor’s part
Lofty range
Thin opening
Pigeon’s cry

TELTES

TELTES
TELTES
TELTES

LEBTAL
LEBTAL

LEBTAL
LEBTAL

Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

Monday’s Puzzle Solved

Now
arrange
the
letters
Now
arrange
thecircled
circled
Now
arrange
the
circled
lettersletters
to form
the
surprise
answer,
as
Now arrange
the
circled
letters
to form
the surprise
answer,
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form
the surprise
answer,
as as
bybythe
above
cartoon.
to form the
surprise
answer,
as
suggested
the
above
cartoon.
suggested
by the
above cartoon.
suggested
by the above
cartoon.

Print
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answer
here:
Print
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answer
here:
Print
your
answer
Answer:
Print your
answer
here: here:

Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day
to test your crossword skills
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to form four ordinary words.
Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

3 British Upper
House member
4 Snares
5 Flooded
6 Cushions
7 Also say
8 Cave in
9 Lock of hair
10 Little-traveled
side roads
11 Enclosed circle
12 Villain
13 Has __ in one’s
belfry; is loony
21 Dine
23 Actor Romero
25 __ illusion; trick
on the eyes
26 Put to shame
27 Greek letter
28 Speak without
preparation
29 Sphere; globe
31 Plant pest
32 __ the way;
pioneers
33 Lovers’ meeting
35 “My lips __
sealed”

Wednesday’s
Solved
Wednesday’s Puzzle
Puzzle Solved

Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

DOWN
1 Large brass
instrument
2 Mimicked

3 4

Wednesday’s Answers:

by Jacqueline E. Mathews

Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

ACROSS
1 Tall __; farfetched story
5 Not together
10 Shapeless
mass
14 Perched atop
15 Egret or stork
16 Meditative
exercise
17 Lahr or Parks
18 Confuse
19 Harbor town
20 House number
and street
22 Gets away
24 Sound of relief
25 Beginning; start
26 Modify to fit
29 __ for; choose
30 “Thou __ not
kill”
34 Bunks & berths
35 Mr. Linkletter
36 Opaque gem
37 Everybody
38 Dispute settler
40 Horse’s dinner
41 Smother;
muffle
43 Portable bed
44 Pot covers
45 Usual routine
46 Pesky rodent
47 In the __ of;
surrounded by
48 __ congestion;
stuffiness
50 British saloon
51 Gobi & Mojave
54 Kodaks and
Nikons
58 __ off; flees
59 Take place
61 Selection from
a bread basket
62 Part of the eye
63 Native New
Zealander
64 Dog food brand
65 Vatican leader
66 Schemes
67 In case

2

(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
MUDDY
MINUS
ROTATE
BANDIT
Jumbles:
MUDDY
MINUS
ROTATE
BANDIT
Jumbles:
MUDDY
MINUS
ROTATE
BANDIT
Yesterday’s
Wednesday’s
MUDDY
MINUS
ROTATE
BANDIT
Jumbles:Jumbles:
Yesterday’s
Yesterday’s
When
thegovernment
U.S.
government
decided
to expand
Answer:
Yesterday’s
When
the
U.S.
decided
to
expand
Answer:
the U.S. government
decided to expand
Answers:
When theWhen
U.S. coin
government
decided
to expand
Answer:Answer:
production
to Denver,
they— MADE
A MINT
coin
Denver,
they—
A MINT
coinproduction
production
to
Denver,
they—
MADE
A MINT
coin production
to Denver,tothey—
MADE
A MADE
MINT

Aries — Today is an 8 — The
marketplace expands. Assumptions
disintegrate in the face of new facts.
The job may be tough, so put in the
preparation. Get it done despite
distractions. Friends provide a boost.

Cancer — Today is a 6 — Figure
out how to cut travel costs or home
expenses. Stick to basics. Provide
information. Entertain suggestions. A
partner refreshes your memory. Insight
illuminates your studies.

Libra — Today is a 6 — You’re
especially cute and popular
now. Recognize your own
stubbornness. Laugh at it for extra
points. Have the gang over to
your house. All isn’t as it appears.

Capricorn — Today is a 7 —A
conversation spurs you forward. Get
the ones who know to confide in
you. Others ask your advice. Show
the team your appreciation. Re-check
basic assumptions.

Taurus —Today is a 6 — Youcanget
through where a nervous friend can’t.
Think the problem through logically.
You see the way. Schedule carefully.
Stash away a bounty for later, despite
temptation to indulge in a luxury.

Leo — Today is an 8 — Find time
to put together a new project. Don’t
buy, sell or trade just yet. Learn about
a passion. Careful planning puts more
money in your pocket. Jump right in,
and land in a lovely moment.

Scorpio — Today is a 6 — Gather
valuable information. Important
people are saying nice things about
you. Meetings conflict with family time.
Don’t get into a silly argument. Get
comfortable and rest.

Aquarius — Today is a 6 —
Group
activities
go
well.
Reinforcements are on the way. Check
bank records and re-assess your
budget. Revolutionize your attitude
and seek balance. Harmonize colors.

Gemini — Today is a 6 — Test
the limits, and assume authority. Get
feedback from a person with great
taste. Exercise good judgment. Keep
some cash on hand, just in case.
Controversy rages on without you.

Virgo — Today is an 8 — Start
your planning, and take on more
responsibility. Ask for what is due to
you. Accept encouragement. Listen
carefully. Discover other benefits.
You have what you need.

Sagittarius — Today is a 6 — Keep
the important stuff hidden. Get
organized and clean up. Pamper
yourself with small luxuries. Your
optimism and sensitivity increases.
Imagine yourself in the winner’s circle.

Pisces — Today is a 7 —
The competition is fierce, and you
may encounter resistance. Let your
partner take the lead. Together, you
can push ahead. Your holdings are
appreciating. Offer accommodation.
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Imagine Dragons:
the year’s hottest rockers
JON BREAM
McClatchy Tribune
MINNEAPOLIS — The little drummer
boy from Las Vegas has become the year’s
most unlikely rock star.
OK, Imagine Dragons frontman Dan Reynolds isn’t exactly little. He’s 6 feet 4. But his
band is making an even bigger noise.
Imagine Dragons’ “Night Visions” is the
second-biggest-selling rock album of 2013,
behind Mumford & Sons’ Grammy-winning
“Babel.” The single “Radioactive” has sold
4.4 million and spent 13 weeks at No. 1 on
Billboard’s modern-rock chart, making it the
fifth-biggest alt-rock hit of the past 25 years.
The band’s three videos — last year’s “It’s
Time,” “Radioactive” and the new “Demons”
— have been viewed more than 100 million
times on Vevo.
“We had no idea this would happen. We’re
so used to being our own thing, building an
organic audience slowly, like we’ve done for
three years,” said Reynolds, whose band closed
its U.S. tour Monday in St. Paul, Minn.,
before heading off to Mexico, Australia and
Europe. “I remember when ‘Night Visions’
was going to come out (last September), we
said if it sold 10,000 the first week, we’d be
ecstatic.”
Well, it sold 83,000 and debuted at No. 2
on Billboard’s album chart. After 53 weeks, it
remains in the top 10.
To be clear, Reynolds isn’t the band’s drummer — Daniel Platzman is — but in concert
the hyperkinetic frontman runs around the
stage pounding on six drum setups, from a
Japanese taiko to a concert bass drum. Is he
channeling his inner marching-band drummer?
“I never did marching band,” Reynolds, 26,
said last week from Orlando, Fla. “I played
saxophone in jazz band. I had piano lessons
from (age) 6 to 16. I did grow up playing
drums — I took lessons for a few years — and
played in high school garage bands. I was a
drummer before I was ever a singer. I sing a
lot more percussively because of that. I think
growing up playing drums changes how you
write melodies.”
Was he a hyperactive kid?
“100 percent! I have had ADD my whole
life, depression, anxiety. I think that’s probably
a common thread for most artists. I could
never pay attention in class, always getting
in trouble, always getting in detention for
talking.”
But it wound up OK when Reynolds
hooked up with some fellow musicians while
attending Brigham Young University in Utah.
After a couple of personnel changes and a
move to his hometown of Vegas, Imagine
Dragons ended up with a guitarist, drummer
and bassist who all had studied at the presti-

gious Berklee College of Music.
The band toiled for a couple of years in
Vegas casinos, playing six hours a night, before
hitting the road as indie-rock unknowns. After
self-releasing three EPs, Imagine Dragons
worked with big-time hip-hop producer Alex
Da Kid, (Eminem, Nicki Minaj). On “Night
Visions,” he helped them add hand claps and
a big drum sound.
“We’ve always been rhythmically focused,”
Reynolds said. “I grew up on urban radio:
2Pac, Biggie. Making that association with
Alex was huge. He helped us take it to another
level and maximize what we felt was the
most important part of Imagine Dragons
— rhythm. He really helped us get that kick
drum sound or the snare to hit harder.”
They also added Vegas touches.
“You can’t help but be influenced by Vegas,”
Reynolds said. “Lights, noise, nobody sleeps.
We grew up playing in casinos, where you’re
competing with slot machines and bikini
blackjack dealers. So you create music that is a
little larger than life — just like Vegas.”
Indeed, Imagine Dragons has a flair for
anthemic arena rock, with shades of U2 and
Coldplay, and even ambitious gimmicks such
as Reynolds zip-lining over the crowd while
playing a drum.
The band has been gigging so hard that
Reynolds had to have a polyp removed from
his vocal cords a year ago.
“It was from singing too much,” he said.
“After that, we had to make rules: only three
shows in a row and then a day off to recuperate. Even right now I’m on a steroid because
we broke our rule of three in a row. We
just couldn’t say no to this We Day show in
Canada.”
Another casualty of their grueling schedule:
The singer missed his daughter’s first birthday
last month.
“I had to celebrate it with her a week and a
half later,” he said. “I had a day off in Oregon.
That’s where my wife’s family is from, so we
celebrated there. It was a bummer for me.
This will be my second Thanksgiving that I
missed. But it’s like any job; you have to make
sacrifices. My wife’s a musician, so she understands. But it’s been difficult — the hardest
part of everything.”
But there have been some unforgettable
rewards — such as meeting his idol Rivers
Cuomo, of Weezer, who told Reynolds that he
loved Imagine Dragons’ music, or playing to
festival crowds of 50,000 to 100,000 people.
But nothing may have been more satisfying than the letter Reynolds received recently
from his third-grade teacher, Mrs. Rivers.
“I hadn’t heard from her since third grade.
She said: ‘I saw your band on TV.’ It was a
sweet letter. I got in trouble back in the day,
and now it’s come full circle.”
Not bad for a hyperactive drummer boy.

New York City Opera officially calls it quits
DAVID NG
McClatchy Tribune
New York City Opera, the venerated
institution that New York mayor Fiorello
La Guardia once affectionately dubbed the
“people’s opera,” has officially lowered the
curtain for good.
The company announced on Tuesday
morning that it has begun the process of shutting down and that it will enter bankruptcy
protection.
The move was widely expected after the
company failed to raise $7 million in an
emergency fundraising campaign launched
last month.
City Opera, which has been New York’s
second-largest opera company, has been
experiencing financial difficulty since at least
2008, when the company slashed its operating
budget, prompting Gerard Mortier to quit his
future position as the company’s general and

artistic director.
The recession continued to pummel the
company, which left its longtime home at
Lincoln Center in 2011.
City Opera’s demise leaves only one major
opera company in New York _ the Metropolitan Opera.
A local branch of the American Federation
of Musicians _ the union representing the
company’s instrumental musicians _ blamed
City Opera’s management in a statement issued on Tuesday.
Tino Gagliardi, president of Local 802,
said that the company’s decision to move out
of Lincoln Center was “reckless” and that its
recent artistic and management decisions have
resulted in “financial disaster for the company.”
City Opera was founded in 1943. The
company’s most recent production was “Anna
Nicole,” the opera about the late tabloid star
that ended its run Saturday at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music.
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SUGAR
&
SPICE
for the college life

Recipes, photos & design
by Sabrina Imundo
The Weekender

3 pounds boneless, skinless chicken breasts or
about six servings worth
6 ounces of chow mein noodles
1 (16 ounce) bottle Caesar dressing
1/4 cup water
3 cups fresh spinach
3 roma tomatoes, diced
3 avocados, diced
Fresh or bottled lemon juice

Directions
Preheat oven to 350º F.
In large mixing bowl combine the chow
mein noodles, half the bottle, (eight ounces,) of
the Caesar dressing and 1/4 of a cup of water
until the chow mein noodles are completely
coated. Put the coated chow mein noodles in
an oven safe baking dish then set aside.
Coat each portion of chicken with some
Caesar dressing, then place the breasts on to
of the coated show mein noodles. Bake for
35 minutes.
During the last ten minutes of baking
add three cups of fresh spinach to the top
of the chicken, then cover and let the meal
finish baking.
While the chicken is baking, dice the
tomatoes and the avocados. Splash some
lemon juice on the diced avocados so the fruit
does not brown.
When chicken is done, let stand before
serving. Top the chicken with the tomatoes
and avocado. Serve Caesar dressing on the side
if desired.

Ingredients
1 loaf of French bread
1 stick butter; softened
2-3 large cloves of garlic; crushed

Caesar Chicken
Ingredients

Garlic Bread

Optional ingredients:
or less
$20

Time: 45 minutes
Servings: 6
Cost per serving is less than $5.

Oregano to taste
Basil to taste
Parsley to taste
Grated cheese such as Parmesan or Romano
Olive oil can be used in place of butter; drizzle
on bread so that it coats surface.

Directions
Preheat oven to 350° F. Take loaf of French
bread and slice in half horizontally, then
slice the halves into smaller pieces; about 12.
Spread the softened butter on the pieces of
bread then add the crushed garlic.

Time: 30 minutes
Servings: About 12
Cost per serving is less than $1.

*Optional ingredients are not factored into the
cost, neither is butter because for the purpose
of this column, as stated earlier in the semester,
butter is considered a staple of the pantry.

